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MIND4MACHINES PROJECT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

MIND4MACHINES aims to facilitate the cross-sectoral and cross-border support needed by 
manufacturing SMEs to test and adopt the latest digital technologies for transformation 
towards smarter, greener and more resource-efficient manufacturing, aligned with the latest 
EU policies. This will be done in a systemic approach which will foster cross-border and 
cross-sectoral ecosystems creation, new emerging industries, and/or reinforcement in the 
targeted regions, with the final aim of establishing large-scale demonstrators to test a 
range of digital solutions which can allow manufacturing SMEs engaged within the 
project to meet both digitalisation and sustainability industry challenges.   
 
The large-scale demonstrators will be implemented by MIND4MACHINES thanks to: 
- Direct financial support through open calls in order to facilitate that SMEs – or groups 

SMEs and other stakeholders – develop, test and fine-tune solutions so they can bring 
successful innovations to the market, boosting the generation of new industrial value 
chains. The innovations tested, supported and scaled up within these open calls will be 
selected according to criteria based on the MIND4MACHINES Joint Strategic 
Agenda, a co-created guiding document establishing the main challenges and goals in 
the selected regions towards the transformation of manufacturing industries into digital, 
sustainable ones. This will ensure that the funded projects jointly contribute to the large-
scale demonstrator objective, validating and scaling up new cross-sectoral and cross-
regional value chains.  

- Tailored innovation and go-to-market accelerator programmes. 
MIND4MACHINES understands that investment sourcing is key to allow SMEs to 
undertake digital-based transition projects. This is why project partners will invest their 
resources into a series of activities (bootcamps, mentorship, e-learning, etc.) to train 
digital and manufacturing SMEs to detect, engage and obtain successfully the financial 
sources they need. This work line, complementary to the direct financial aid, will multiply 
the chances of success of the companies. Additionally, 4 Venture Capital firms have 
shown their interest in the project, willing to evaluate successful projects in a case-by-
case basis. 

- Engaging clusters as key actors to foster cross-sectoral and cross-border new value 
chains. Clusters are regional innovation ecosystems with a great potential for the 
replication of new digitalisation solutions funded by MIND4MACHINES, reason why 
the project partners (already clusters and industry associations) will engage and 
evangelize other regional clusters to maximise the project’s impacts in Europe through 
dissemination activities and a specific MIND4MACHINES Programme. 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND METHODOLOGY  
 
After the analysis of the major trends regarding the use of ICT (IoT, cloud computing, Big Data, Artificial 
Intelligence, Blockchain, Cybersecurity) provided by D.1.1, this report will identify of the most relevant best 
practice cases and opportunities for manufacturing industry sectors (metal, mechanics, automotive, hybrid and 
electric vehicles, mechatronics) to implement ICT solutions. The approach will identify near-to-market 
opportunities and “sweet spots” for the European manufacturing industry to transition to Industry 4.0, providing 
examples and case studies for the MIND4MACHINES (M4M) sectors.  The results will be presented at the 
relevant project events and will be considered by WP2, WP3 and WP4 activities.  
In order to provide relevant insights, M4M consortium collected 43 questionnaires on the best ICT 
implementation by interviewing different entities as Business Support Organizations (BSOs), large companies, 
and SMEs, according to the GDPR rules; the analysis also includes 17 real cases as examples of its introduction.  
 
The first part of the report will give a panorama on questionnaire while the second section will focus on real 
cases to showcase how companies introduced ICT in production lifecycle.  Among questionnaires, almost 60% 
come from EU projects in which the consortium partners are/have been involved. This might enrich the 
panorama of best practices to be exploited in the MIND4MACHINES lifespan. 
 

 
The surveys collect information both quantitative and qualitative regarding the positive impact and the best 
practices coming from the introduction of ICT technologies into the production lifecycle.  As realised in the 
D.1.1, the analysis consists of a  

 screening of all the answers to have a general idea of the main best practices   
 the analysis of the occurrences (key words) like awareness, cost, training/skills/culture/commitment, 

market/business model, testing/proof customer, assessment/evaluation prioritize/decision making, 
collaboration/networking… 

 their clustering in groups belonging to the same semantic area  
 the definition of a taxonomy to quantify megatrends.  

 
Again, as underlined in the D1.1, the qualitative answers have a theoretical value, because our a priori selection 
and because the ICT affects different stages of the value chain/ production lifecycle at the same time, and it can 
be considered an “integrated benefits flow”. Here below the taxonomy:  
 

ASSESSMENT  

AWARENESS  

TRAINING, COACHING, MENTORING 

COMMUNICATION, MARKETING, CUSTOMER ORIENTED 

CALL MANAGEMENT  

COLLABORATION, NETWORK & GO INTERNATIONAL 

COMMITTMENT, NEW APPROACH, PROACTIVENESS 

RESEARCH, TESTING, PROOFING 

PLANNING & STRATEGIC APPROACH  

Figure 1 Taxonomy 

SCREENING OCCURRENCES SEMANTIC 
CLUSTERING TAXONOMY
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2.  QUESTIONNAIRES ON THE BEST ICT IMPLEMENTATION 
The survey included 43 questionnaires coming from different stakeholders: Large Enterprises, SMEs, Micro 
companies, Business Support Organisations, Academia and Research & Technology Centres. The distribution 
of the survey participants is presented in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16 sectors were involved in the survey as given in Figure 3. In some cases, companies focus in more than one 
sector. The purple column refers to the BSOs that cannot be considered an industry sector.  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Looking at the funding coverage of BSOs and Clusters, we see the 43% of them have regional coverage. 
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Figure 2 Best Practices: type of interviewed 

Figure 3 Best Practices: sectors involved 
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Here below the result of the question concerning the origin of their best practices, giving details of whether it 
was public or private funding: the 69% indicated public.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moreover, the 43 questionnaires reveal the area of intervention mainly has focused on production as well as 
ICT sector, in line of what we expected. However, it is quite surprising that the third higher result R&D (13%), 
as well as the balance among the other segments of the value chain.  
 
 
 

43%

13%

26%

18%

Regional National European Worldwide

69%

31%

PUBLIC PRIVATE

Figure 4 Best Practices: funding coverage 

Figure 5 Best practices: type of funding 
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The column “other” refers to three interesting replies that are linked to a) Smart decision making, b) Capacity-
building for adaptation to the new business environment, c) Smart and coordinated cluster policies.  

 
 

 
Looking at the best practices megatrend, the main positive impacts indicated by stakeholders have been 1) 
AWARENESS, 2) TRAINING, COACHING, MENTORING that are in line with what we expect usually from 
this kind of analysis. Quite surprising is the high score of “COMMITMENT NEW APPROACH and 
PROACTIVESS” and “PLANNING & STRATEGY” as well as the low score of ASSESSMENT. Details on 
the basic meaning of the four main taxonomies are below. Most of the surveys include more than one answer.  
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Figure 6 Best Practices: intervention area 
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3.      SURVEYS: BEST PRACTICES AND MAIN LESSONS LEARNT 
 
AWARENESS (21% of the answers). In the analysis, we referred to the technology awareness that 
is being mindful of the technology. Awareness also encompasses one’s ability to recognize and 
understand the usefulness of any such technology for the success of his business.1 

Lean manufacturing is a good example of improvements through technology trend awareness: company can 
adopt new and trending technologies without necessarily having a technology-centric business, or start a new 
technology-centric venture, all for the sake of additional revenue opportunities. 
 
Looking at this data, the projects contribute at building a data culture in SMEs, by increasing awareness and 
capacity to manage their value, though information dissemination, financial support or technical assistance.2 
Moreover, the role of ICT and the development of digital skills has proved essential for work and life, especially 
to cope with COVID-19 challenges.3  

 
TRAINING, MENTORING, COACHING4 belong to the semantic area of “empowering 
company’s HR“, but they are often confused or overlapped. The 25% of the surveys considered them 
strategic and the projects’ involvement have been an opportunity to reduce the lack of competencies. 

TRAINING is about transferring knowledge from trainer to trainee and so it naturally has a hierarchical 
element to it. It is a place for learning and for people to try and to practice new skills.5 
 
MENTORING is more of a long-term relationship based on a desire to gain wisdom that will lead towards specific 
objectives. Mentoring, much like training is a hierarchical relationship of knowledge where the mentor is a highly 
experienced individual in the mentee’s field, providing guidance to inexperienced mentee.6 Business mentors 
tend to be people who have knowledge and experience that they can use to help other people develop their careers 
through personal and professional development.7 
The purpose of mentoring is to tap into the existing knowledge, skills, and experience of senior or high performing 
employees and transfer these skills to newer or less experienced employees in order to advance their careers.8 
 
COACHING The International Coaching Federation (ICF) defines the act of coaching as collaborating with 
clients in a thought-provoking and creative process that inspires them to maximize their personal and 
professional potential. Coaching is about enhancing, supporting and facilitating the individual to be engaged 
in their own growth and knowledge. There is no hierarchy in this informal, safe and confidential space. The 
coaches have to want to do the work, step in, and challenge themselves, while the coach collaborates with the 
coaches to deepen their self-awareness in areas of growth or strength, working through “blind spots” along the 
way. The coach then helps the coaches design powerful, intentional actions to move them towards their goals. 
In short, coaching is not about telling people what to do; it is giving them an opportunity to examine what they 
are doing in light of their intentions9 
 
COMMITMENT, NEW APPROACH, CULTURE 13% of the surveys stressed the commitment and 
motivation as best practices coming from their experience. Indeed, in a world of work and life where constant 
innovation is a “must”, the desire for creative, innovative and independently thinking people is greater than 

 
1https://www.cleverism.com/skills-and-tools/technology-trend-awareness/ 
2 https://www.oecd.org/industry/smes/PH-SME-Digitalisation-final.pdf 
3 https://www.digitalsme.eu/blog/2021/08/12/digital-skills-for-smes-challenges-and-opportunities/ 
4This link provides a table through which understanding the main differences among training, mentoring and coaching 
5https://www.helloezra.com/resources/insights/coaching-vs-training-vs-mentoring/ 
6 https://www.helloezra.com/resources/insights/coaching-vs-training-vs-mentoring/ 
7 https://informi.co.uk/business-administration/what-business-mentoring-about 
8 https://www.togetherplatform.com/blog/what-is-the-purpose-of-mentoring 
9 https://www.helloezra.com/resources/insights/coaching-vs-training-vs-mentoring/ 
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ever.10 Employee motivation and commitment, drive and energy that a company’s workers bring to the role 
everyday11. If the employee is drained of energy, threatened in terms of his or her needs or finds his or her 
strengths are not in play, there is a reduced ability to innovate.  
 
Looking at the replies, we see that “staff motivation is key for the adaptation / implementation of ICT, for this 
reason it is more important to involve all parties (staff, departments, designers, etc.) affected from the beginning 
of the project, generating teamwork, motivation and flexibility in the face of the changes to come”. 
Moreover, “take into account the opinion of all the staff/are involved, in order to do: brainstorming, find the 
solution fitting with the main requirements and make them feeling as part of the process.” 
 
A motivating personality influences the course of the cooperation positively, that is in turn influenced positively 
by the innovative use of methods and insights into the state of the art. Human Factor matters, also in the smart 
factory. The role of motivation, commitment and participation is crucial to optimize the production, because 
technology implementation (IoT, ERP...) is one of the tools (together with the organization, business model, 
workers...) enabling the smart factory. 
An important role is played by culture and approach: the motivation and the commitment lead to accept new 
methods, new approaches and new culture (i.e. design thinking, open innovation, best practices sharing, 
cooperation...) that have a positive impact, creating mutual satisfaction (both workers and company).  
 
“PLANNING & STRATEGIC APPROACH and COLLABORATION”, “NETWORK and GO 
INTERNATIONAL” received both 12%, but the first result is quite surprising than the second that represents 
“typical” feedback coming from BSOs. A coordinated and realistic project plan, strict project management and 
monitoring of progress guides the project partners through the cooperation and creates a win-win situation. 
 
Firms learned how to prioritize their projects to benefit from digital transformation, planning and develop their 
strategy and enhancing their networks both with the suppliers and with other SMEs from different sectors. 
 
Having the objectives well defined and fixed in time, through clear implementation plans, development phases, 
KPI's and milestones to be achieved, helped to stay on track with the desired project evolution, and in particular 
in rapidly organizing and validating a method to be applied further on. 
 
The external input is extremely important, especially in an innovative development context. We have understood 
the great importance of having constant feedback from external partners, as it helped us to better define our 
needs and priorities. This has determined us to prioritize collaborations further on in our work. 
In conclusion, the program excelled in providing a set of best practices that we plan to apply further on 
throughout our work. 
 
The best practices coming from the EU projects in which the consortium partners are/have been involved, have 
a special focus on to the acceleration support in testing and adopting ICT technologies (38%), followed by 
business support activities (business model and strategy) with 17%, and business support and business model 
(14%), in line with the projects’ purposes.  
 
 
 

 
10https://motivationfactor.com/motivation-and-commitment-is-it-important/ 
11https://www.perkbox.com/uk/resources/blog/why-employee-motivation-is-important-and-how-to-improve-measure-and-maintain-it 
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Figure 8 Best Practices: EU projects 
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4 SWEET SPOTS AND NEAR TO MARKET OPPORTUNITIES   
 

Digital and ICT, enhance connectivity, automation of manual tasks, improving decision-making, and product 
or service innovation, by reshaping every aspect of the modern enterprise, in terms of optimization, control, 
interaction with customers, innovation activities, and sales.12 
 

 

 

 
Nevertheless, technology represents only one of the variables that companies should consider: business, market, 
and company situation (dimension, HR, strategy etc.) are other factors that influence the competitiveness. 
Therefore, they should find the intersection of what their business does well and what the market is willing to 
pay for it (sweet spot). 

 
 

 

 
12 https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/finding-your-digital-sweet-spot   

Figure 9 Digital can reshape every aspect of the modern enterprise, McKinsey Analysis 
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Every company has a different DNA and the key is using data to discover where the optimal balance is: it is the 
intersection of its strengths, its customers’ requirements, its competitors’ weaknesses, and identifying this 
intersection provides clarity, creates opportunity and maximizes success. Finding a sweet spot allows to 
operate with efficiency, strength and – with a solid understanding of cash flow and how to use it.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Finding a sweet spot is an inside job: it is not about trying to add to what a company has (technology, skills…) 
but it is about leveraging existing core competencies for further growth, capitalising strengths and listen 
customers. Companies move into sweet spots and defend them, but they do not stop there; they deepen their 
position, by meeting the critical needs of customers; they reduce their risks by limiting themselves to their core 
competencies, steering away from activities that might easily involve failures13. 
 

 
13 https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/finding-your-digital-sweet-spot   

Figure 10 Customer perspective, AshishBasu.com 

Figure 11 Sweet spot in manufacturing, ptc.com 
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However, a strategic sweet spot is never permanent it evolves over time, together with markets change, 
technologies change, competitors changes, organizations change, people talents change… hence, a business 
must continuously reassess and redefines14 its strategic sweet spot, like biological feedback loops of 
thermoregulation as well as blood sugar regulation.   

 
Moreover, if we have a look “within the company”- temporary excluding markets and customers-, the sweet 
spot is a dynamic equilibrium among the technologies (i.e. cloud, AI, IoT), the right processes (like Agile, 
DevOps and Design Thinking) and the right people to pursue some business results. 
 
Sweet spot 15 SWOT Analysis assesses in a dynamic and synthetic way, what a company is able to do in a 
specific moment (inside perspective) by taking into account what happens in the markets and among its 
customers (outside perspective). It helps gather complete information about the departments and processes 
managed, and to help their organizations compete more effectively.16  
The company assessment helps to "see the big picture" preparatory to prioritise and to plan the production 
processes, that is to engage a virtuous monitoring cycle, including feedback mechanism to measure results and 
identify possible improvements.  
 
Having a look at the survey, company assessment is an important not only to survive but also thrive17 for the 
13% of the interviewed. The lack of the screening impacts dramatically on the successful implementation and 
adoption of the ICT and the consequent production optimization. In fact, companies do not have a clear picture 
of what they are, what should be and what might be planned, to make the leap in quality.  
 
For that reason, M4M will set up a self-assessment investment readiness level questionnaire for SMEs/start-ups 
to assess the investment readiness of the engaged SMEs and define service roadmaps (T2.3). 
 

5 THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OVERALL PROGRESS   
 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION SCOREBOARD  
The Digital Transformation Scoreboard is part of the Digital Transformation Monitor (DTM) fostering the 
knowledge base on the state of play and evolution of digital transformation in Europe. The scoreboard examined 
826 questionnaires coming from companies of 28 EU countries and it examined their key trends in digital 
transformation in 2017. Although the report was prepared few years ago, it offers a unique insight into statistics, 
by synthetizing seven digital technologies (social media, mobile services, cloud technology, Internet of Things, 
cyber security solutions, robotic and automated machinery, big data and data analytics).  
 
EU companies are mainly using digital technologies to enhance rather than transform their businesses. Only 
12% of survey respondents have appointed a Chief Digital Officer (CDO), reflecting the lack of an overall 
vision for digital transformation shown by most of the EU companies. Even though almost two out of three 
businesses have included the adoption of digital technologies in their innovation strategy, the use of digital 
technologies to disrupt digitally the company remains rare. Only a few EU businesses have managed to carry 
out digital transformation initiatives as part of a coordinated strategic approach likely to lead them to 
reshape the business model to better innovate and grow.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
14 https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/finding-your-digital-sweet-spot   
15 https://caserighted.com/finding-your-innovation-sweet-spot/ 
16 https://www.mpamedia.com/mrc/assessment.php 
17 https://www.mpamedia.com/mrc/assessment.php 
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The adoption of digital technologies affects different business function within companies: quality assurance, 
project management, technology prototyping and IT programming are the most likely to be subject to digital 
transformation processes across automotive18, healthcare, mechanical engineering.  

 
 

The adoption of key digital technologies such as analytics mainly favours the transformation of the project-
management function and affects competitiveness, design improvements and production, as well as helping 
businesses to understand information that comes from the market. These changes serve as an indication of the 
efforts by businesses to better adapt internal functions and tailor products and services to meet changing 
customer habits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
18https://www.capgemini.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/The-Automotive-Industry-in-the-Era-of-Sustainability.pdf 

Figure 13 Business functions impacted by 
technology adoption 

Figure 12 Purpose of digital adoption 

Figure 14 Purpose of digital adoption by industry 
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In the automotive and mechanical engineering sectors, only 20% to 30% of European businesses aware of the 
importance of the digital economy had integrated specific digital technologies such as social media, big data 
analytics, cloud technology, mobile services, cyber security solutions, Internet of Things, and robotic and 
automated machinery. Considerable disparities prevail when it comes to the specific technologies adopted. In 
the healthcare sector, the level of digital adoption greatly depends on the digital technology. (Figure 14). 
 
About 40% of companies in the healthcare sector report the use of mobile services, which almost double the 
percentage of companies using the same technology in the automotive sector. Nearly a quarter of companies in 
the healthcare sector indicated the use of Internet of Things, as did companies from the automotive and 
mechanical engineering sectors. On the other hand, less than 20% of digitally aware companies in the healthcare 
sector have adopted robotic and automated machinery or integrated cyber security tools. In a sector where 
patient data and privacy will be the core of future business development, a higher adoption rate of cyber security 
solutions should be expected.19(Figure 15) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE DIGITAL ECONOMY SOCIETY INDEX (DESI)  
 
At the beginning of November 2021, the Commission published the results of the 2021 Digital Economy and 
Society Index (DESI), tracking annually the progress made in EU Member States in digital competitiveness in 
the areas of human capital, broadband connectivity, digital technologies in businesses and digital public 
services.  
It helps EU Member States to identify priority areas requiring targeted investment and action.  The DESI 202120 
reports present data from the first or second quarter of 2020 for the most part, providing some insight into key 
developments in the digital economy and society during the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
With regard to digital skills, data shows a slight increase in ICT specialists in employment: in 2020, the EU 
had 8.4 million ICT specialists compared to 7.8 million a year earlier. Given that 55% of enterprises reported 
difficulties in recruiting ICT specialists in 2020, this lack of employees with advanced digital skills is also a 
contributing factor towards the slower digital transformation of businesses in many Member States. The data 

 
19 Digital Transformation Scoreboard 2017 Web page: https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/dem/ 
20 https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/desi 

Figure 15 Use of digital technologies by industry 
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indicates a clear need to increase training offers and opportunities, in order to reach the targets in the Digital 
Decade for skills (80% of the population to have basic digital skills and 20 million ICT specialists). Significant 
improvements are expected in the coming years, partly because 17% of investments in digital in the Recovery 
and Resilience Plans that have so far been adopted by the Council are dedicated to digital skills (approximately 
€20 billion out of a total €117 billion). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Concerning the integration of digital technologies, there has been a large increase in usage of cloud 
technologies (from 16% of companies in 2018 to 26% in 2020). Large enterprises continue to lead the way in 
the usage of digital technologies: for example, they use electronic information sharing through enterprise 
resource planning (ERP) and cloud software much more frequently than SMEs (80% and 35% respectively for 
ERP and 48% vs. 25% respectively for cloud). Nevertheless, only a fraction of enterprises use advanced digital 
technologies (14% big data, 25% AI and 26% cloud).  

 

 
 

Figure 16 Digital Skills Index 
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It indicates the current level of digital technologies adoption is far from the Digital Decade targets21; the EU's 
ambition for 2030 is that 90% of SMEs have at least a basic level of digital intensity as opposed to the baseline 
of 60% in 2020, and that at least 75% of enterprises uses advanced digital technologies for 2030. At present, 
only a fraction of companies use Big Data even in several of the best performing countries, as opposed to the 
target of 75%. 

 
 

ICT TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY ACTIONS OF EU ENTERPRISES 
 
On March 2021, the EC interviewed 10,006 enterprises (Survey on the contribution of ICT to the environmental 
sustainability actions of EU enterprises)22 to look at the relationship between the uptake of Information and 
Communications Technologies (ICTs) and environmental attitudes and actions of enterprises. 
Coherently with the Digital Transformation Scoreboard 2017 above, it emerged that the most common 
motivations for utilising ICTs are related to business decisions. Collaborative platforms appear to act as a 
gateway for the adoption of other technologies whilst cloud solutions seem to open the pathway for the adoption 
of bundles containing mostly AI and IoT technologies. The most common motivation for the use of AI and 
collaborative platforms is ‘improving products or services’ (82% and 72%, respectively). ‘Reducing operating 
costs’ is the most common motivation for the use of cloud computing (70%). 
 
The analysis zooms in to look at three specific technologies that enterprises are using. Therefore, the results 
illustrate the motivations of enterprises who are using collaborative platforms, AI and/or cloud computing or 
cloud storage. Only a very small share of enterprises (6%) are not using at least one of these three technologies. 
Enterprises that utilise at least one other technology beyond these three18 were also asked what their motivations 
were behind their use of technologies.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall, larger enterprises display a higher likelihood than average to agree with the motivations surveyed in 
the study, with the exception of small enterprises who are very slightly more likely (57% compared to 54% on 
average) to be motivated to use ICT to ‘increase sales’21 . In terms of specific figure comparisons, large 
companies are more likely than average to adopt digital technologies in order to improve their products or 

 
21 https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/europes-digital-decade 
22 Survey on the contribution of ICT to the environmental sustainability actions of EU enterprises, March 2021, IPSOS,ICITE  

 Figure 17 Motivations of EU enterprises in the use of ICT  
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services (76% versus 70% on average), to virtualise their products and services (54% versus 46% on average), 
and to reduce their operating costs (76% versus 70% on average).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6 BEST PRACTICES : INDUSTRIAL CASES AND BSOs PROJECTS  
 

1. Best Practice – INDUSTRIAL  

Collaboration project among an electromechanical, automation industry, and a company developer of the 
software for control, data management, analytics and communication.  
The project aimed in developing and validating the prototype of an innovative filtering system that is 
expected to revolutionise the market of industrial Compressed Air systems and plants. The solution is based 
on an exclusive technical concept whose application in industrial plants candidates to improve the quality of 
productions served by the CA utility and to cut energy consumption and bills related to CA. This is achieved 
through an innovative filtering system that automatically recognises when the filter is clogging and replaces 
the cartridge without stopping service. A smart mechatronic system empowered by sensors, artificial 
intelligence and remote control makes this possible. 
Filtering system completely new for the market: the filter is transformed in an active element, with a smart 
monitoring that allows not to stop the production and no human intervention for replacing the cartridge.  
This radical change is made thanks to sensors, AI, data acquisition & analysis and remote control. 
LESSONS LEARNT: 
The involved enterprise has been pushed to implement an I4.0 solution in order to maintain and improve the 
current competitiveness. Here below the analysis of the main motivations and impacts: 

 The main reasons/motivation for I4.0 transformation 
System less expensive -> more competitive 
System allows saving costs in maintenance -> more competitive 
Better overall performances -> more competitive 
 Impact on the business model – resources, processes, revenues, relationships with customers 
and other stakeholders  
Not real a change in the business model, the new system will be sold by as before, but the software modules 
will be managed by thanks the cooperation with a privileged partner. 

Figure 18 Motivations for the use of ICT by enterprise size 
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As regards the commercialisation, new commercial channels will be planned, with a cooperation with 
Energy Service Companies (ESCos) 
 Impact on company organisational structure, hierarchy and strategy 
Not real big changes: the structure will be kept as it is, unless a big market success will force them to 
enlarge and update the organisational structure 
 Main challenges and resistances to change (e.g. change of culture, technology, employees, 
stakeholders) 
The main challenging issues have been the technical development of the innovation: the market is asking 
and ready to absorb these systems, that gives beneficial environmental, energy and overall cost results  
 Timeframe, investment scale and expected/realised return on investment 
The initial investment has been supported internally: the H2020 IoT4 Industry project allowed them to 
scale up. 
The final developments and the industrialisation phase will need further funding instruments in order to 
rapidly progress until TRL9. 
 Implementation details about technology providers, consultants, system integrators 
The development of the smart diagnostic functions enabled by artificial intelligence and sensor networks 
(control software, data management, analytics and communication) will be managed by an external 
partner company, that will take care, in the commercialisation phase, of the software components 

 
 
 
 

2. Best Practice – INDUSTRIAL  

Collaboration project among a textile company and an innovative engineering company, active in 
mechatronic products design and testing. 
In the textile production, to plan and schedule a production process, it is necessary to monitor, almost in real 
time, the ongoing weaving process, requiring permanent supply of several precise and updated information, 
from all relevant manufacturing sectors.  
Data acquisition from the manufacturing process and data storage is a basic requirement for all later 
evaluations. Taking into account that data acquisition is still performed manually in many factories, the 
challenge was to apply smart technologies to old machinery, retrofitting a textile factory, where big 
investments to renew the machinery are not sustainable, but decades old machines  can be still efficient. 
The challenge was to equip the old machines with new monitoring systems, at affordable cost 

LESSONS LEARNT: 
The involved enterprise has been pushed to implement an I4.0 solution in order to be able to access to 
production information in real time, improve productivity and minimize downtime, monitoring current 
production processes. 

 The main reasons/motivation for I4.0 transformation 
Monitoring the production process - > more efficiency, less costs 
Less production rejects -> less costs 
More quality -> more competitive  
Reduced downtime -> more efficiency 
Real-time interventions - > more efficiency, less costs 
Productivity improvement -> manufacturing costs reduced -> more competitive 
Workers’ safety enhancement 
Better resources management 
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 Impact on the business model – resources, processes, revenues, relationships with customers 
and other stakeholders  
A new smart system applied in a “traditional” manufacturer industry implies a change of working 
philosophy, deeply involving the human resources. And, analogously, an update of the management 
procedures and of the operation methodology in the workshop will be needed. 
 Impact on company organisational structure, hierarchy and strategy 
Currently, the machines' maintenance activities are based on a pre-established path of the operative 
maintenance technician. During the production process in the textile industrial plant there are usually 
two types of workers: the specialized maintenance worker (A), who knows the mechanical part of the 
loom, and the textile worker (B), specialized in using the loom to produce the fabric. 
Furthermore, the maintenance activity for the downtime resolution is pre-established based on a cycle 
on a certain looms number.  
Thanks to the new project, the maintenance technician would no longer cyclically follow the same 
procedure, he operates on the machine in failure based on data acquired in real time. In this way, the 
maintenance and repair interventions are optimized, being able to increase the number of looms to be 
monitored per pair of workers up to doubling them, from 40 to 80 looms on average. The consequent 
increase in production efficiency and the cost reduction, will improve the social status of production 
workers, the economic results the quality of work and safety level, shifting job positions to other business 
sectors, for example the logistics and administrative sectors, which could be burdened by the increase 
in orders. 
A better management of production machinery leads to better management of resources at all levels: 
increase in machine life, waste reduction, workers’ safety enhancement, better plant organization, 
thanks to monitoring and interconnection between machines, devices, sensors, and people to 
communicate accordingly to the “smart factory” model. 

 
 Main challenges and resistances to change (e.g., change of culture, technology, employees, 
stakeholders) 
Awareness initiatives have been necessary to make understand the positive outcomes (partially 
explained beforehand). And specialised training sessions are needed to acquire the competences for 
managing the new overall situation. 
 Timeframe, investment scale and expected/realised return on investment 
The IoT4 Industry project allowed the company to make the initial tests and technology up-scale.  
The final developments and the industrialisation phase will need further funding instruments in order to 
rapidly progress until TRL9 
 Implementation details about technology providers, consultants, system integrators 
The IoT provider is essential for implementing and monitoring the data and process. Probably also some 
HR consulting for better change management 
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3. Best Practice – INDUSTRIAL  

Collaboration project among a food company and an ICT firm that provides managed IT services oriented 
to industrial factory and manufacturer in general.  
Scope of the project is the installation of a "pilot system" for food value chain traceability leveraging on IoT 
technology as a mean to collect and store data on the "history" of the produced food, via a system of wireless 
sensors, exportable in the cloud and use them in the post-production commercial chain, up to the final 
customer. 
The final objective is to track all the data related to the production, distribution and retail phases in order to 
improve the overall efficiency of the quality control process of the product and to certify it to the end 
customers. 
The pilot will use in synergic way the blockchain technology and advanced IoT solutions designed for 
monitoring realizes with a system of wireless sensors to track the food process through the monitoring of 
critical parameters (temperature, humidity, pH, etc.) in real time. The blockchain can turn collected data 
into actionable and certified information. 
LESSONS LEARNT: 
The involved enterprise has been pushed to implement an IoT monitoring that allows the stages of the 
production process to increase efficiency and quality. These improvements can also lead to get the 
requirements for obtaining the Protected Designation of Origin  (DOP) certification. 

 The main reasons/motivation for I4.0 transformation 
Improvement of the production process-> costs savings 

 -> generation of revenue and gross margin improvement opportunities 
Track quality control parameters-> competitiveness 
Better tool to implement ISO and IGT quality policies -> competitiveness 
Protection of its brand -> competitiveness 
Marketing actions-> higher revenues 
Protection against competitive low-quality products -> competitiveness 
 Impact on the business model – resources, processes, revenues, relationships with customers 
and other stakeholders  
The company will promote their products underlining the following twinning factors: tradition and 
quality, the latter assured by the mean of controls along the entire value chain. 

     They can also aim in a higher positioning in terms of selling, given the high standard quality levels: this 
      will probably imply a change in the business model and in the relationships with the customers 

 Impact on company organisational structure, hierarchy and strategy 
The collection and the management of the data will require a strong effort in organisational terms 
(in the providers, production with the used of enhanced ICT tools, distribution, and retail activities). 
Analogously, the overall management structure will have to be fine-tuned taking into account the 
new situation 

 Main challenges and resistances to change (e.g. change of culture, technology, employees, 
stakeholders) 
The company faced different challenges due to some high organisational changes.  

o Give awareness to the employees of the transformations, and the need of them 
o Specific training in order to implement properly the ICT introduction in production 
o Training on how to correctly use and implement the obtained data. Probably new specific 

team to be installed 
o New marketing languages 
o Reinforcement of the relationships with the entire value chain 

 Timeframe, investment scale and expected/realissed return on investment 
The IoT4 Industry project allowed the company to make the initial tests and technology up-scale.  
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The final developments and the industrialisation phase will need further funding instruments in order to 
rapidly progress until TRL9 
 Implementation details about technology providers, consultants, system integrators 
The Company needs to collaborate with IoT solutions providers in order to exploit properly the 
potentiality of the technology 
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4. Best Practice – INDUSTRIAL  

Two companies collaborated to supply end users a reliable and low-cost gas detection system: the first was 
working as technology consultant in the field of gas sensors and their integration into innovative, next-
generation sensing systems. The second one was a technology-based SME specialized in bringing to the 
market Internet of Things (IoT) based solutions for the Energy, Security, and Smart city sectors. 
The central objective of the project was to prove the feasibility of deploying a low-cost, reliable, explosion-
save, and robust wireless gas sensor network to detect and localize methane gas leaks as they might occur in 
the chemical process industry or natural gas infrastructure. Based on the data, production of gas infrastructure 
equipment might be streamlined and improved. It wouldenable online performance data of gas infrastructure 
components that will help improve product quality, and lower engineering cost for novel solutions.  
The objective of the project was to demonstrate the possibility of large-scale methane monitoring with 
wireless network technologies based on low-cost sensor nodes. 
Large amounts of data had to be transmitted, stored, processed, and analysed. The wireless gas sensor 
network data could then be used to detect and localize gas leaks in real time.  
LESSONS LEARNT: 
The Oil & Gas and chemical industry urgently needed to establish and implement IoT-based gas sensor 
solution to allow for monitoring of safety-related gases. The project fitted with the requests coming from 
the target market 

 The main reasons/motivation for I4.0 transformation 
Safety and security of chemical plants and oil&gas infrastructure -> workers’ safety and overall security 
Health and worker’s safety 
Obtain objective data on the performance of components used in gas infrastructure -> Productivity 
improvement   
Identification of weak spots, assessment of lifetime -> Safety and less maintenance costs 
Implementation of advanced and predictive maintenance schemes -> less costs 
 Impact on the business model – resources, processes, revenues, relationships with customers 
and other stakeholders  
The new system envisages real time monitoring, therefore an effort for organising the data monitoring 
and the safety procedures’ implementation has been done according to the new monitoring situation.  
IoT will force an internal change: the plant maintenance has to be modified too, and resources re-
allocated. 
The reduction of leaks allows saving costs.  
Towards the final customers (big oil companies) the consortium partners have been in a position to offer 
improved plant safety, improved profit margins, prevent loss-of-life and property, and positively 
contributing to energy security and environment as well as lower operational cost via reliable gas leak 
detection and localization 
 Impact on company organisational structure, hierarchy and strategy 
Reinforcement of the plant monitoring 
Reallocation of part of the maintenance personnel 
 Main challenges and resistances to change (e.g. change of culture, technology, employees, 
stakeholders) 
Awareness initiatives have been necessary to inform the employees on the positive outcomes. Specialised 
training sessions have been organised for upskilling the internal resources. 
 Timeframe, investment scale and expected/realised return on investment 
The IoT4Industry project allowed the company to make the initial tests and technology up-scale.  
The final developments and the industrialisation phase will need further funding instruments in order to 
rapidly progress until TRL9 
 Implementation details about technology providers, consultants, system integrators 
The IoT provider is essential for implementing and monitoring the data and process. 
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5. Best Practice – INDUSTRIAL  

Collaboration project among two European companies (the first one specialised in IoT and Virtual reality 
and the second one is a machine builder focused on robotics and machine vision) and a Cluster on 
Nanotechnology  
The objective of the project was to improve the current production machine for nanofiber materials that will 
be equipped by hardware that will allow continual quality control and management of the manufacturing 
process and data storage of all process parameters during the fabrication. A tailor-made on-distance cloud-
based integral solution will allow implementing CRM system features, leading to significant quality 
improvement of the fabrication process, strengthening the quality control and product management and 
lowering the manufacturing costs as the personal presence of operator will not be required during the whole 
fabrication process. 
 

LESSONS LEARNT: 
The involved enterprise has been pushed to implement an I4.0 solution in order to be able to access to 
production information in real time, improve productivity and minimize downtime, monitoring current 
production processes. 

 The main reasons/motivation for I4.0 transformation 
System more performing -> more competitive 
System allows continual quality control -> higher quality 
Reduction of the manufacturing costs -> more competitive 
Productivity improvement -> more competitive 
New products development with high performances -> market enlargement 
 Impact on the business model – resources, processes, revenues, relationships with customers 
and other stakeholders  
For the “traditional” production, there is not  real  a change in the business model.  
However, the equipment will allow the production of new products: therefore, the company can enlarge 
the potential market area, selling the equipment to new categories of clients, such as the ones operating 
in the healthcare sector, or filtration, air treatment, cosmetics, …. 
This will imply a reinforcement of the selling sector and development strategy. 
 Impact on company organisational structure, hierarchy and strategy 
Changes will happen when and if the market diversification will happen, with a consequent 
reinforcement of the selling sector and of the decisional/strategical functions 
 Main challenges and resistances to change (e.g. change of culture, technology, employees, 
stakeholders) 
No resistance to change, the improvement of the performances given by the IoT systems are welcome 
since they allow business development 
 Timeframe, investment scale and expected/realised return on investment 
The IoT4Industry project allowed the company to make the initial tests and technology up-scale.  
The final developments and the industrialisation phase will need further funding instruments in order to 
rapidly progress until TRL9 
 Implementation details about technology providers, consultants, system integrators 
The Company needs to collaborate with IoT solutions providers in order to innovate and upgrade their 
machines. Collaboration with Universities and R&D Organisations are activated also for machine 
vision. They also collaborated with a Cluster for a further exploitation activity 
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6. Best Practice – INDUSTRIAL  

The Best Practice is related to the digitization of manufacturing execution made by a German medium sized 
company. 
 
The initial goal was the replacement of paper-based job cards in production cycles with a digital system. 
After successful implementation, even more information has been added to every single production step, 
e.g. schematics for testing, test-programs for testing and QM. 
Now the system organizes most of the production steps from part preparation to shipping. 
 
Main remarks: 

- ready to use solutions are often hard to find, so constant adaption during the implementation as well as 
after the successful launch should be considered  
- changing manufacturing processes require constant adaptation of the solution 
- integration into existing systems is often the largest challenge, and requires the largest portion of the 
investment 
- there are only two options: 1) do it completely inhouse; 2) find a reliable and trustworthy partner for a 
long partnership, to do it completely 
- the partner needs access to most of the vital manufacturing and IT-systems (creating interfaces) 

LESSONS LEARNT: 
Digitizing an important manufacturing process using an external solution provider is more expensive 
regarding investment and capacity without getting the perfect solution. If possible, an in-house realized 
solution is the only way to get the desired result in a timely manner. 
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7. Best Practice – INDUSTRIAL  

The company participated in the BOWI program through which they conducted an innovation experiment - 
Assistant for Intelligent Manufacturing (A.I.M.) - which used the latest technologies of Computer Vision 
and Artificial Intelligence, they developed a system that continuously ensures quality control in real time. 
Their virtual assistant analysed the physical features of the printed item on the go and performed 
comparisons with the desired virtual model. It then decided upon the optimal action throughout the printing 
flow. The company aimed to advance the development status, integrated the latest hardware technologies 
with this system and highlighted the disruptive benefits. Their concept started from a practical need when it 
came to 3D printing experience. Users have to take into account how to set up and calibrate to ensure the 
printer's reliability, which is why errors occur frequently. This is a major drawback from an ecological and 
technological usability point of view. According to studies performed on 3D printing errors, failed prints 
account for up to 19% of the materials that are consumed by regular users. 
Main remarks: 
Benefits of Digital Twin Assistant: 
o save scarce materials: the filament (raw material) is not wasted; 
o hardware damage prevention; 
o save energy: no waste caused by late detection; 
o improved user experience: a more robust and reliable system relieves the concern about error 
monitoring for users; 
o potential space and time decoupling between designing and printing phases.  

The company focuses on innovation in technological fields ranging from automation and electronic circuitry 
to high level computing, such as Virtual Modeling and Machine Learning. With their unique approach, they 
aim to upgrade the usage of 3D printing technologies and accelerate its adoption in wider areas of application 
within the manufacturing industries 
LESSONS LEARNT: 
Throughout the program, the purpose of the experiment was to advance the development level of the 
assistant by ensuring an end-to-end integration of the system, to implement it in a realistic context for testing 
and validation purposes, and to identify and define potential further requirements.  
One of the major benefits offered by the program was the planning and development framework. Having 
the objectives well defined and fixed in time, through clear implementation plans, development phases, 
KPI's and milestones to be achieved, helped to stay on track with the desired project evolution. The fact that 
this framework is previously tested and validated, while we got the opportunity to directly apply it 
successfully, aided us in: 
o rapidly organizing: not to lose time on choosing our strategy, as it was predefined  
o apply and understand the benefits that are brought 
o consider it as a valid method to be applied further on 

Another major benefit was the support and guidance offered by the mentors, both on technical and business 
sides from Transylvania Digital Innovation Hub. The external input is extremely important, especially in an 
innovative development context.  The great importance of having constant feedback from external partners 
was understood, as it helped  to better define the needs and priorities. This has determined the company to 
prioritize collaborations further on intheir work. 
In conclusion, the program excelled in providing a set of best practices that are planned to apply further on 
throughout our work.  
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8. Best Practice – INDUSTRIAL 

Coca-Cola İçecek (CCI), one of the key bottlers in the Coca-Cola system, produces, distributes, and sells 
sparkling and still beverages of The Coca-Cola Company to 10 countries across Turkey, Pakistan, Central 
Asia, and the Middle East, serving more than 400 million consumers. As part of CCI’s digital strategy and 
vision, the company transformed its 26 bottling plants by building a digital twin.  
CCI began to create a wider digital strategy and its vision of investing in data and technology is to lead 
change and create value in the digital age. For this purpose, four key pillars were determined: customer 
experience, asset optimization, people’s experience, and innovation for growth. To enable sustainability, 
efficiency and quality of operating model, asset optimization is applied through digital technologies. It 
provides a continuous improvement engine.  
CCI wanted to develop solutions for improving asset optimization, enabling sustainability and avoiding 
downtime, as well as bringing more intelligence to its manufacturing processes by using its digital twin. A 
network of physical objects embedded with software, sensors, and other technologies to exchange data 
improved communication between CCI operators and IoT devices. Thus, CCI created value for its business, 
community, and environment.  
The purpose of the digital twin was to automate the shop floor and provide CCI with a holistic view of its 
manufacturing processes. A complete digital plant replica in the cloud would also help the company gain 
value through advanced analytics, artificial intelligence, and near-real-time asset monitoring. CCI needed 
to connect data points from its industrial IoT devices to the applications to power the digital twin. 
CCI initiated the solution in the four systems and expanded the digital twin to include filler-mixer machines 
in three of its plants by the end of February 2021. These solutions will help determine machine failures and 
improve production-line performance. CCI is working for automating manufacturing processes in all 26 
plants to achieve its goals for asset optimization, human-machine collaboration, improved line utilization, 
and sustainability.    
LESSONS LEARNT: 
Even if the overall investment has been onerous financially and in terms of internal re-organisation and 
personnel up-skilling, the outputs have been more than rewarding. 
CCI realised the following results: 

 Identification of 20+ points of optimization in its equipment cleaning processes.  
 Reduction of electricity usage by 20%. At an estimated annual savings of 5,200 kWatt for two 

systems, CCI could save 156,000 kWatt for 60 systems.  
 Cut water usage by 9%. At an estimated annual savings of 3,000 tons for two systems, CCI could 

save 90,000 tons for 60 systems.  
 Supplement of 34 days to its production schedule, thanks to streamlined cleaning process. 

 
 
 
Reference:  https://aws.amazon.com/tr/blogs/industries/coca-cola-bottler-digitizes-manufacturing-
processes-with-aws/ 
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9. Best Practice – INDUSTRIAL  

The digital transformation of Arçelik’s Eskişehir factory is an inspiring success story. To meet rising 
consumer demand for its expanding product range, while also meeting all quality expectations, Arçelik 
created more than 30 use cases. To accomplish this, Arçelik develops new ideas and can test them quickly, 
used in-house innovation and advanced engineering platforms like Atölye 4.0 and The Garage. They also 
collaborated with SMEs, universities, and start-ups. As a result, digital applications implemented at a lower 
cost. Thanks to the digitalization of operations, the factory was able to quickly adapt to shifts in consumer 
demand caused by the pandemic. Furthermore, in response to increased demand, Arçelik plans to invest in 
increasing capacity. Therefore, the World Economic Forum (WEF) has welcomed Arçelik’s Eskişehir 
Refrigerator Plant into its “Global Lighthouse Network,” which recognizes leaders in utilizing Fourth 
Industrial Revolution technologies. 

LESSONS LEARNT: 
 Fruitful collaboration with the ecosystem of SMEs, Universities and Startups 
 The transformation allowed to quickly react to the market demands 
 The transformation allowed an improvement of quality and a decrease of the customers complains 
 Reduced emissions 

 
ACHIEVEMENTS: 

 The manufacturing plant uses artificial intelligence, machine learning and closed-loop feedback control 
systems to enable artificial intelligence-based decision-making solutions, which has resulted in 
significant improvements in quality indicators and a 20 percent reduction in customer complaints. 

 The closed-loop feedback control systems were adjusted to the machinery, resulting in a 43 percent 
capacity increase and a 17 percent reduction in transformation costs. 

 Carbon emissions were reduced by 14% thanks to digital solutions. Additionally, Autonomous Mobile 
Robots (AMRs) were integrated to replace forklifts and automate the material distribution system, 
resulting in a 7 percent reduction in carbon emissions. 

 The closed-loop feedback control systems improved energy efficiency by 19 percent by optimizing the 
core production processes. 

 The manufacturing plant's 11 robots and 3,500 sensors collect 7.5 million pieces of data per day. The 
facility makes use of digital manufacturing equipment that it designed itself. 

 Employee engagement increased by 82 percent, exceeding the Best Employer average score, thanks to 
effective transformation management, employee participation in the process, and improved employee 
competency. 

 
 
Reference:  https://aws.amazon.com/tr/blogs/industries/coca-cola-bottler-digitizes-manufacturing-
processes-with-aws/ 
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10. Best Practice – INDUSTRIAL 

A German company manufactures microchips at its Dresden site in many highly complex process steps. In 
order to free the wafers from which chips are made of chemical residues, they are cleaned in special basins 
with ultrapure water. So far, the inlet and outlet valves to these basins have been extensively checked for 
damage by experienced specialist personnel on site. In order to digitize this monitoring process, the 
company, together with other partners, launched a pilot project as part of the "Digital Product Factory" 
program of the Smart Systems Hub, which is one of twelve digital projects of the Digital Hub Initiative of 
the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy.  
With the help of the project methodology, questions and risks were quickly addressed and technological 
competencies of the individual partners were combined. 
The aim was to pilot a complete IoT solution - from sensor technology to data pre-processing in edge 
computing hardware to display in cloud dashboards. Particular challenges were the selection of suitable 
sensors, the implementation of machine learning algorithms for the early detection of damage and the 
realization of a flexible cloud platform for the clear display and evaluation of the condition of the valves. 
With the achieved solution, necessary maintenance can be now carried out on time and without loss of 
production. 
Edge computing platform with machine learning for sensor data: 
In order to be able to acoustically monitor the condition of the valves directly on site, the highly integrated 
edge hardware of the sensor specialist "Sensry" was used. The data obtained in this way was pre-processed 
by machine learning algorithms, which were developed together with the "CodeRittern", a Dresden IoT 
startup. The data was transferred to the cloud and clearly displayed in dashboards using the "Cloud 
Shopfloor Intelligence" platform from T-Systems MMS. This means that the data on the status of the plants 
can be called up in real time and remotely and can be integrated into further process steps. 
BENEFIT - Dashboard with health indicator prevents failures: 
With the data-based, self-learning IoT solution, the monitoring of ultrapure water valves takes place digitally 
and in real time on clear dashboards. This not only relieves the burden on specialist personnel, but also 
enables the early and increasingly accurate determination of maintenance requirements thanks to machine 
learning. 
Production-critical key figures can be better adhered to through knowledge of the current operating status 
and increased reliability. 
The "Cloud Shopfloor Intelligence" solution used in combination with state-of-the-art sensor and edge 
computing technologies is highly flexible, scalable and enables easy integration into other applications and 
business processes. Business partners such as component manufacturers and plant manufacturers can benefit 
from the data obtained. 
LESSONS LEARNT: 
Thanks to the scalable edge computing and cloud solution, the data obtained from the highly complex 
processes is evaluated and processed in such a way that the condition of the valves can be called up at any 
time. Incipient defects can be detected at an early stage. 
A 3 -month collaboration between large industrial partners, start-ups and medium-sized companies in the 
framework of the Digital Product Factory of the Smart Systems Hub (DIH) resulted in successfully co-
created Smart Maintenance MVP all project partners are continuing to work with. 
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11. Best Practice – BSOs Projects 

Boost4BSO aims at improving knowledge build-up and sustainable knowledge transfer linkages among 
Central Europe (CE) Business Support Organisations (BSOs). The project consortium consists of 7 BSOs 
+ 1 Excellence centre from AT, CZ, DE, HR, IT, PL, committed for jointly developing a comprehensive 
BSO competence pack and implementation toolbox to support local SMEs at different levels of 
transformation towards I4.0. A novel snowball mechanism will be demonstrated for downstreaming the 
project results to numerous CE BSOs. 
The main project objective is to enable CE BSOs, as key innovation system actors, to provide 
effective&efficient support services for local companies covering all key aspects of transformation towards 
I4.0. This will help CE SMEs that nowadays lack basic knowledge on the potential of I4.0 to cope with their 
own transformation demand and develop I4.0 related business strategies. 
For this purpose, Boost4BSO will integrate the training curriculum from InnoPeer AVM with the 
product/service innovation approach from Things+ (both Interreg CE), enriching this BSO competence pack 
with practical SME upscaling cases from IoT4Industry (H2020). 
These core projects succeeded in piloting highly promising capacity building methodologies for SMEs, 
however, the interaction between companies and local innovation support actors could only be addressed at 
a case-to-case level so far. As the deficits that prevent SMEs from taking up I4.0 business opportunities can 
only be overcome through interventions and transferring support, regional BSOs - as local innovation 
intermediaries - will now be addressed as the main Boost4BSO target group. 
Boost4BSO combines an innovative systemic approach of co-developing I4.0-related BSO capacities and 
SME competences to develop a comprehensive package of BSO support services, adaptable to different 
levels of SME maturity, and demonstrates a novel downstream mechanism reaching out for wide BSO 
networks. 

Best Practice Abstract 

The adoption of ICT technologies is necessary for improving the SMEs skills and allow them to be more 
competitive. However, they need to be supported in many phases: 
• Initial assessment: proper examination of the problem to be solved, and results to be achieved. 
• Assessment of the possible changes in their business model 
• Selection of the most appropriate ICT technology to be adopted 
• Selection of the most appropriate ICT provider 
• Cost of the innovation to be faced 
• Upskill of the resources 
• ICT department to be reinforced 
• Data management: what data select, how do treat them and how to transform data in 
competitiveness 
The above needs would need a proximity BSO able to drive the SME through the innovation processes 

Main Lessons Learnt 

SMEs need to be supported at 360° in their path towards the digitalisation: the technical uptake is 
fundamental, but often SMEs do not own a specific know how about which technology to adopt, or, better, 
have difficulties in assessing which main interventions they should need. 
In reality, in the majority of SMEs, the business functions are strictly interconnected, so that every change 
affects most of the departments. 
Therefore, apart the technology upgrade, the transformation involves also the human resources, the 
possible business models, the ICT sector (most of time outsourced), the administrative and sales 
departments. 
As conclusion, SMEs should be supported not only in adopting ICT technologies, but also in setting up 
properly their organisations to optimise the changes in terms of efficiency, use of resources and costs. 
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12. Best Practice – BSOs Projects 

The digital transformation of EU society and business presents an enormous growth potential for Europe. 
It is estimated that digital technologies, such as Big Data Analytics, Artificial Intelligence or the Internet of 
Things, have the potential to add 1.5 million jobs to the EU’s digital economy, when they integrate digital 
technologies into their business models. However, SMEs are not currently taking full advantage of these 
advanced new technologies because they usually lack orientation, know-how and hands-on solutions, in 
line with their current business and digitalisation services. 
The objective of DigiJourney project is to enable the participating innovation agencies to exchange 
knowledge, know-how, and good practices on advanced methodologies and tools for digitalisation 
assessment, to SMEs and customised support services. The project contributes to the design of a 
digitalisation journey for SMEs, which will facilitate all innovation agencies to improve their digitalisation 
support services adapted to their specific national/regional contexts and allow SMEs to get the right digital 
tools to gain competitiveness.  
DigiJourney contributed to the specific challenge of increasing SMEs support programmes and the 
satisfaction of them with the support provided, through a joint learning effort of the three participating 
partners and the elaboration of a suitable Design Options Paper that is shared with other EU innovation 
agencies and networks, and with national and EU policy-makers. 

Best Practice Abstract 

Each organisation has introduced the other two partners in an advanced digitalisation initiative, that its staff 
already uses when assessing SMEs. Specifically, the initiatives exchanged were: DigitaliseSME, 
programme conducted by FUNDECYT-PCTEX since June 2018; Fit 4 Digital, initiative implemented by 
LUXINNOVATION since January 2018; and Digital Innovation Quotient, IMP3rove proprietary utilised 
by IPA-SA since October 2017. The methodology used was joint workshops with training provisions for 
each tool from the responsible partner. After each workshop, a questionnaire was used for assessing each 
tool. 
DigitaliseSME supports the digital transformation of small and medium-sized companies, as well as of mid-
caps in Europe, connecting the companies to digital experts, referred to as “Digital Enablers” 
Fit4Digital is an initiative to help Luxembourg-based small and medium-sized companies to benefit from 
digital tools, by leveraging knowledge from digitalization experts while receiving financial support. 
Fit4Digital is an example of public-private partnership, as it is operated by Luxinnovation and the 
Luxembourg ministry of economy while the digitalization experts are private firms. 
Digital Innovation Quotient is an IMP3rove proprietary tool focused on the assessment of the company's 
actual performance in digital innovation based on a thorough questionnaire. It provides a structured 
assessment of the firm’s current performance in digital innovation, compared to benchmarks provided by 
digital innovation champions and average companies across the world. 

Main Lessons Learnt 

The tools used to identify the main digitalisation needs in SMEs and companies shows significant 
differences between them. On one hand, not all of them are based on a questionnaire and, those that are, 
cover different digitalisation aspects, some of them being more complete than others. For those more 
complex, facilitators in innovation agencies might need to have digitalisation skills. On the other hand, not 
all the tools offer a standard report with recommendations nor a benchmarking to add value to the results. 
Nevertheless, most of them provide an action plan to cover the main digitalisation needs of the company 
that, however, is not monitored and evaluated afterwards to ensure its implementation. Just like the three 
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tools of the participating partners analysed in depth, the other European digitalisation tools reviewed show 
similar benefits and drawbacks.  

The analysed additional services linked to tools suggest that they are key to facilitate the implementation 
of digitalisation measures in companies. In some cases, those additional services are not linked to a 
particular tool. Yet, for the digitalisation journey to be coherent, the previous discussion on digitalisation 
needs also an initial diagnosis of the main digital needs of the company and this is highly advisable. 
According to both the additional services linked to the tools shared by the participating partners and those 
offered by other European organisations, they usually involve experts’ advice and funding that, however, 
are not available in all territories. Moreover, they do not have an associated monitoring and evaluation 
system in place.  

Reflecting on the lessons learned from the analysis made in the DigiJourney project, one can conclude 
that innovation agencies need both tools and services to properly address the support to SMEs for their 
digitalisation. Therefore, organisations increasingly need to tackle more digitalisation-related aspects 
through tools, practical guidance, advice on market solutions and R&D and/or implementing outsourcing. 
The same trend can be observed at regional stakeholders, as digitalisation requires to strengthen the 
collaboration between different actors in order to succeed. In this sense, DIHs seem to be a natural ally 
that offer connections and solutions for the companies’ digitalisation purposes. In addition, it is important 
that innovation agencies have direct contact with regional and national authorities (Ministries, County 
Councils) and stakeholders (Chambers of Commerce) responsible for digitalisation support and policies, 
in order to assure an effective transfer and to maximise the impact of digitalisation. 

Missing and required skills necessary to improve (increase) the Investment Readiness Level (IRL) in  
organizations: 

o Digital transformation methods and trends;  
o Steps for implementing digital transformation; 
o Raising funds opportunities and procedures to make a prototype, launch a license or bring a digital 

transformation based on market, investors point of view and interests  
o Market opportunities provided by applying the new digital technologies  
o Methods and procedures to improve: Management, Production / Manufacturing, Business, 

Competition, Investment, Communication, correlated with SWOT analysis, in context of using and 
applying the new digital technologies and transformation 

o Training needs considered necessary for improving (increasing) the IRL and related TRL in their 
production / manufacturing domain 

o Digital Innovation Quotient programme (IMP3rove Academy) and procedures implementation, to 
assess companies’ actual performance in digital innovation, and to provide them with digitalisation 
support; 

o Defining and presenting the Value Proposition and market model funding needs 
o Identifying and assessment of Key Partners, Key Activities, Key resources, Customer relationships, 

Customer segments, Value Proposition, Cost Structures, Cash Flows, Revenue Streams, Distribution 
Channels 
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13. Best Practice – BSOs Projects 

ICI Digital Transformation Office was established under the ICI Research & Development and Technology 
department.  The project was funded by the Istanbul Development Agency (ISTKA). Aim of the project 
was to increase competitive power of Istanbul’s Industry by means of increasing digital skills of workforce, 
increase awareness of digital transformation, helping manufacturers to create digital transformation 
roadmap, supporting domestic ICT providers, The following activities have been performed under this 
service: 
1. Establishment of a Digital Transformation Office 
2. Development of ICI Digital Transformation Methodology for Industry 
3. Providing Digital Transformation Roadmap Consultancy to 51 Companies, 3 of which were Pilot Studies 
during the development of the methodology 
4. Developing and Launching the “Digital Maturity Analysis” Tool 
5. Developing a platform to cluster technology companies and pair them with manufacturing companies. 
390 technology companies from different fields such as robotic process automation, IIoT, Artificial 
intelligence, Cyber Security etc., are included.  
6. Launching the Digital Transformation Web Platform 
7. Digital Transformation Training to 1573 People on specific Industry 4.0 technologies which were big 
data, Internet of Things (IoT), cyber security, Robotic Process Automation (RPA)/ Business Process 
Automation (BPA), Artificial Intelligence (AI) etc;  
8. Reaching to 1915 People with Digital Transformation Awareness Activities 
9. Publishing 5 white papers about outcomes of the study. 4 of them focus on sectors and 1 is general.  
Sectors are textile, plastics & chemistry, machinery, and food. 
 

Best Practice Abstract 

ICI Digital Transformation Office was working five main areas which are:  
 digital transformation roadmap consultancy,  
 digital maturity analysis,  
 trainings & seminars on Industry 4.0,  
 developing technology supplier’s platform 
 sector-based digitalization reports.   

Aims of the project and expected results at the beginning of the project can be summarized as follows: 
 To increase the competitiveness of the industry by creating a digital roadmap of ICI members and 

to create more added value for the country’s economy. 
 To help industrial companies understand the importance of digital transformation and take the 

necessary steps in this regard. 
 To strengthen the infrastructure of Istanbul by cultivating human resources to work in smart 

production technologies. 
To support domestic technology suppliers that can serve in digital conversion applications and contribute to 
the rise of Istanbul city in this area not only by using technology but also by producing technology. 

Main Lessons Learnt 

At the end of the project, sectoral analysis reports were published on www.isodijital.com. Main learnings 
about digital transformation maturity of Istanbul’s industry were included in those reports. In a nutshell: 
Technology and Data Analysis is the most immature topic in industry. The primary areas of study in this 
field are data collection, data storage and analysis, end-to-end integration, and cyber security. Usage of lean 
manufacturing techniques, efficiency measurement, optimization in production planning, warehouse 
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management are weakest topics in production. Quality is the strongest point in industry. However, there is 
high variation between companies and most of them need standardization, data-based decision making in 
quality management. Most of the companies choose reactive maintenance. Maintenance processes need 
digitalization.  
In addition to statistical learnings, there are soft learnings about the project, Industry needs more capability 
building activities on digital transformation, Digital transformation excellence centres are needed to 
demonstrate Industry 4.0 applications, Furthermore, ICI improved itself in a way that it can operate as 
Digital Innovation Hub and one stop shop for digital transformation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14. Best Practice – BSOs Projects 

The project developed and carried out by the Turkish Enterprise and Business Confederation 
(TÜRKONFED) to help the SMEs to get to know what digitalisation is and how it can be integrated to their 
business processes. On this account, the project was implemented within the scope of Istanbul Development 
Agency (ISTKA) 2018 Innovative and Creative Istanbul Financial Support Program. Furthermore, the new 
period of the project, which started during the pandemic, have been launched in the digital environment on 
May 14, 2020, in cooperation with TÜRKONFED and İşbank and in partnership with BANDWITT. The 
established Digital Transformation Centre (DTC) provided  digitalization scorecard and roadmap services 
to the access of SMEs from all over Turkey. SMEs, who filled out the digitalization questionnaire and 
examine the digitalization scorecard and roadmap, and apply to DTC, benefitted from one-to-one coaching 
free of charge. Interviews held via the online platform, and DTC platform served as an Emergency Hotline 
for SMEs during the COVID-19 period and the post-crisis period. Moreover, DTC provided long-term 
digitalization coaching services on a company basis, which took place both in the digital environment and 
in the field. Within this context, the goals of the project can be listed as such: enhancing the knowledge of 
the SMEs on the components, benefits, and necessities of digital transformation, analysing the digitalisation 
needs of SMEs via digitalisation scorecards and roadmaps, facilitating SMEs’ access to the market. 

Best Practice Abstract 

A 160-item digitalization score questionnaire was applied to 149 SMEs from Istanbul, which were selected 
among 509 applicants, and the digitalization needs of these SMEs were analysed. Within the scope of these 
analyses, a digitalization roadmap was prepared for each SME separately. In the light of these road maps, 
each SME was included in the six-month digitalization program for 12 consecutive months. These 149 
SMEs were matched with technology supplier SMEs, where 79 different technological products and services 
offered according to their needs in their roadmaps. To implement the matching, 79 technology supplier 
SMEs offered their digital products and services to DTC SMEs free of charge for 6 months. In addition, to 
make these matches permanent, project-specific loan solutions were developed and 149 SMEs were 
supported to benefit from these loans. On this account, a total of 218 hours of mentoring service was 
provided to 124 SMEs to contribute to the sustainability of the level of digitalization achieved by the SMEs 
in the project, and to make digitalization a corporate culture. During the pandemic, DTC held on-to-one 
online coaching service where 125 SMEs benefitted from this service. Additionally, a comprehensive digital 
transformation strategy and implementation service offered to medium and large scaled firms both via online 
platforms and field visits, and 7 firms benefitted from this service in 7 months. 
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Main Lessons Learnt 

Regarding the digitalisation scorecards and roadmaps of SMEs, the knowledge and awareness of SMEs on 
the components, benefits, and necessities of digital transformation are quite limited. On this basis, the 
definition of digitalisation is not profound, thus SMEs are unaware that through integrating their business 
processes, with the help of digitalisation, can bring significant benefits to their businesses. Moreover, to 
make DTC platform more efficient, diverse SMEs need to be registered to the platform, since their 
evaluations at the end of the project are valuable sources for planning the future services. According to the 
evaluations of the SMEs that participated to the project, with one-to-one coaching services, firms learned 
how to prioritize their projects to benefit from digital transformation. In addition, as it can be seen in the 
evaluations, SMEs state that with the help of the project, they enhanced their networks both with the 
suppliers and with other SMEs from different sectors. 

 
 
 
 

15. Best Practice – BSOs Projects 

OBJECTIVE 
Development of cooperative forms of collaboration between small and medium-sized IT provider 
companies to provide trustworthy and integrated cloud solutions. Identification and use of the potential of 
cloud computing in the State of Baden-Wuerttemberg. Improving the visibility, time to market and 
competitiveness of regional suppliers. 
 
The Ministry of Economics, Labor and Tourism of the State of Baden-Württemberg has been funding the 
Cloud Mall Baden-Württemberg project since 2016. This created the basis for a digital ecosystem “Cloud 
Mall BW” that actively supports innovations through cooperation. The project supported the networking of 
providers and users of cloud solutions and advanced the development of integrated cloud solutions. A 
scientific project team gives companies organizational, content-related and technical assistance in 
cooperative innovation projects as part of so-called practical pilots. Consortia of such projects are made up 
of providers of cloud-based services with cloud platform providers and / or product providers. They would 
like to try out together, for example, how they can integrate their existing solutions and develop new 
products or expand existing solutions with components with artificial intelligence (AI) in order to achieve 
competitive advantages together, develop joint service offers and increase corporate profits in the long term. 
The funding framework of the project, the expertise and the support of the scientific partners in all phases 
of the cooperation (from the initiation to the final documentation) as well as the growing digital ecosystem 
should remove possible cooperation obstacles for SMEs so that they can take full advantage of the 
opportunities and success factors of innovation through cooperation. 
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Best Practice Abstract 

The project has supported 33 SME to define and develop practice pilots. All 33 SME practice pilots are 
documented as good examples and best practice on the project website http://cloud-mall-
bw.de/praxispiloten/. The 33 practical pilots were all very successful in the implementation. Independent 
companies later emerged from a few practical pilots and their ideas. 
 
Summary of the main remarks of the best practice: 
Every cooperation project should have at least one strong driver that can exert sufficient influence on the 
other cooperation partners and monitor and control the progress in establishing the cooperation 
(organizationally),  
- an early creation of a joint business model concept that creates a uniform understanding of all cooperation 
partners for the objective (strategic) as well  
- as many or as best as possible all cooperation partners have the necessary IT infrastructure, IT skills or IT 
systems to be able to support the cooperation efforts in a flexible and goal-oriented manner (technical). 

Main Lessons Learnt 

Core statement / best practice: 
- A motivating personality as a driver controls and influences the course of the cooperation positively, if 
necessary using key figures as well as common project, quality and risk management methods. The 
formation of cooperation is facilitated by the provided legal framework. 
- Cooperation support from a scientific partner is positively influenced by the innovative use of methods 
and insights into the state of the art. 
- If scope for future cooperation is allowed during the cooperation, follow-up cooperation can be initiated 
at an early stage and possibly already considered in the business model development. 
- The use of the technical and IT expertise of the other cooperation partners becomes feasible within 
cooperations and builds up one's own expertise. 
- An existing culture of cooperation is strengthened through cooperation; Teamwork is required and 
encouraged. 
- Online project meetings are not an obstacle in the CMBW environment; personal meetings support 
human interaction. 
- A balanced relationship between taking and giving has a positive influence on the cooperation partners 
and motivates them; if there is no feeling of a fair distribution, this causes project partners to withdraw. 
- A coordinated and realistic project plan, strict project management and monitoring of progress guides 
the project partners through the cooperation and creates a win-win situation. 
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16. Best Practice – BSOs Projects 

The number of urban regeneration (UR) initiatives promoted by European cities is rising. The new status 
quo is that UR strategies should encompass an integrated approach. Cities face challenges to develop a 
culture that generates public/private synergies to promote SMEs & stimulate creative urban communities. 
They need to tailor their UR policies to local specificity and assets & integrate local stakeholders. 
In line with the Programme, 2 main challenges were identified: 
-lack of transnational cooperation & coordination on institutional level hindering R&I potential of the 
Danube region (DR); 
-insufficient capability of SMEs to adapt to innovation needs. 
These challenges convey to the following needs: 
-to establish a transnational creative UR network to improve cross-linkages & optimize internal synergies 
between creative & cultural industries (CCIs), R&D & public sector in UR in the Danube Region; 
-to institutionalize exchange of good practice in UR; 
-to implement pilot actions, based on open innovation via smart specialization strategies (S3) & KETs; 
-to strengthen service, social & eco-innovation capacities of SMEs. 

Best Practice Abstract 

The RESTART_4Danube project is co-financed by 3 European Union funds, the European Regional 
Development Fund, the Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance and the European Neighborhood 
Instrument (ERDF, IPA, ENI). 
Cities must face the challenges of developing a culture that generates public / private synergies to promote 
SMEs that stimulate creative urban communities. 
The project activities will produce 10 results: 

o a common strategy; 
o a new set of tools for creative urban regeneration; 
o the five local action plans; 
o a package of cooperation agreements between enterprises and research and development 

institutions; 
o a package for training-level audits; 
o a set of training and learning tools. 

As part of the project activities, 5 local action plans (LAP) will be developed. They will significantly 
improve transnational and institutional cooperation and strengthen urban development capacities. 

Main Lessons Learnt 

The Urban Regeneration contributes, by applying state-of-the-art technologies, to the promotion of the 
phrase and action mode of "think globally and act locally", for correlation with EU objectives in the fields 
of minimizing energy consumption, increasing creativity and innovation, using of digital technologies, 
according to EU Green Deal directions. The 5 local action plans (LAP), which will be developed to achieve 
these goals, in various EU regions, are the following: 
Local Action Plan 1 - New spaces for experimentation, innovation and entrepreneurship in the KIC sector 
in Craiova, Romania. 
Local Action Plan 2 - Sustainable regeneration of industrial buildings in Rijeka, Croatia. 
Local Action Plan 3 - Urban mobility-oriented development in Maribor, Slovenia. 
Local Action Plan 4 - Refurbishment of historic and heritage buildings in Sarvar, Hungary. 
Local Action Plan 5 - Green urban regeneration in Vratsa, Bulgaria.     
That is why, the project uses and apply a "quadruple helix" approach, through the collaboration of 11 public 
authorities, 7 companies and business support organizations, 4 higher education and research institutions 
and 3 civil society factors. 
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17. Best Practice – BSOs Projects 

The proportion of the manufacturing industry is currently decreasing in developed European countries’ 
GDP. Industry 4.0 - also called smart manufacturing, digital industry or industry of the future – provides 
several technological responses to the challenging competitive market. Indeed, the integration of the Internet 
of Things and related components - Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), Digital Security, Cloud Computing and 
Big Data - in manufacturing SMEs will improve efficiency and flexibility in production and consumption. 
However, it requires a more integrated and cooperative approach due to the high interdisciplinarity which 
has been introduced. Above all, not all manufacturing companies, and in particular SMEs, have access to 
smarter means of production, due to costs and efforts in the integration and implementation, possible 
aversion or readiness to ICT technologies, and other obstacles related to cyber and physical security. The 
IoT4Industry project connected 3 Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) clusters having 
strong competences in IoT with 4 Advanced Manufacturing clusters having access to tool manufacturers 
and manufacturing SMEs in order to encourage cross-border and cross-sectorial collaboration between 
SMEs from these two sectors. Starting from the analysis of needs in manufacturing SMEs from diverse 
sectors in Europe (aerospace, automotive, health, energy, textile...) on the one hand, and the IoT technology 
offer on the other hand, the project  put in place favourable framework conditions to enable matchmaking 
and encourage the creation of smarter manufacturing tools and their integration in manufacturing SMEs. 
Around 40 support cases involving SMEs corresponding to different development stages (feasibility, 
prototyping, demonstration) were selected through calls for proposals to receive funding and support, in 
view of further developing this new industrial value chain in European SMEs and improve their 
competitiveness on the global stage. 

Best Practice Abstract 

The project envisaged the organisation of two calls for proposals for funding proposals that involved 
collaboration between manufacturing companies and ICT providers. 
The calls have been a good test-bed for better understanding the technology needs of the manufacturing 
companies, how to organise the call for proposal process, which funding mechanism is the most effective, 
and the training needs of the companies participating in the call. 

Main Lessons Learnt 

Most of the presented projects in the calls of IoT4Industry concerned activities aiming to improve the 
performances of the manufacturers via IoT implementation, optimising the production processes and 
reducing the costs and wastes. IoT4Industry was dedicated to finance technology upgrade projects, and 
did not focus on any changes or upgrades of business functions. The first call had some critical issues: 
• Too stringent submission criteria  
• The timing has been adequate  
• The matchmaking mechanism between users and providers, provided to SMEs that were still needed to 
find their counterpart, presented critical issues, it did not have a platform as a backbone 
• However, the above mechanism, even if not perfectly fine-tuned, made it possible to get to know the 
companies better 
• The “Ambassador clusters” (the network of stakeholders) played an important role in the calls’ 
promotion 
• The geographical coverage of the call has been very good: Participation from 11 European Countries 
apart from the ones of the partners 
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18. Best Practice – BSOs Projects 

FIT4FoF project aims at addressing workers’ needs, analysing technology trends across 6 industrial areas 
of robotics, additive manufacturing, mechatronics/machine automation, data analytics, cyber-security and 
human machine interaction, to define new job profiles, which will inform education and training 
requirements. 
FIT4FoF will develop a new education and training framework, which places workers (women and men) at 
the centre of a co-design and development process that recognises and addresses their skills needs. 
By applying educational approaches based on Communities of Practice, FIT4FoF will empower workers to 
be drivers of the design, development and delivery of their own up-skilling programmes. 
FIT4FoF will develop Alliances of Communities of Practice to broaden the approach across Europe, creating 
replication strategies enabling educational/training design and development practices to be transferred 
between regional communities across Europe. 

Best Practice Abstract 

In FIT4FoF, 100 new job profiles were developed to inform both workers and employers on future skills 
needs. Based on these needs, an educational approach building on Communities of Practice (CoP) was 
applied empowering workers to be drivers of the design and delivery of their development pathways.  

In addition, a scenario was developed, based on the future of the factory trends and skills identified, to 
illustrate how the future job profiles will operate in future Industry 4.0 settings. It was itended that the 
FIT4FoF approach would be  broadened by way of knowledge-transfer activities to benefit workers all 
across Europe. 

The project has created a European-wide up-skilling catalogue that recognised the initiatives needed by the 
workers of the future, and to identify the best up-skilling initiatives to make them known, as well as to share 
good practices. 

The focus of Pilots was to validate the educational and training approaches derived from the educational 
scenarios across a range of workplace environments and to demonstrate that these solutions are scalable and 
could be replicated effectively at other piloting sites. This approach would be implemented on an online 
collaborative platform using the ICoED (Industrial Collaborative Educational Design) methodology, a tool 
characterised by the direct involvement of users (workforce) to co-design the courses to be undertaken in 
the company. 

Main Lessons Learnt 

Contact the entire ecosystem to identify the best knowledge about this topic has been more than necessary 
to bring together the best professionals in work sessions to obtain inputs for the project, improving the 
final results 

The project revealed once again that  human Factor matters, also in the smart factory. The role of 
motivation, commitment and participation is crucial to optimize the production, because technology 
implementation (IoT, ER etc.) is one of the tools (organization, business model, workers..) enabling the 
smart factory. 

The literature as well as the project, stressed a lack of women in the technology sector. The recipes to 
balance this situation go through encouraging early technical careers among women, increasing visibility 
to successful women in the field of science and technology in which girls and young people can find 
references, as a way to promote technological vocations and banish gender stereotypes in this sector.  
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7 BEYOND PANDEMIC: GROWING WITHIN ECOSYSTEM  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
European companies recover from the crisis and, at the same time, reinvent themselves for a post-pandemic 
future. They must be supported in their efforts to build the foundation of future growth and employment. There 
are many ways in which the countries can give businesses a helping hand for digitalization, sustainability and 
workforce training, three pillars to be successful in tomorrow’s global economy23. 

 
M4M will support companies in their digital transformation, paying attention on sustainability to foster twin 
transformation, creating value at the intersection of sustainability and digital adoption by blending the two, and 
providing accelerator programmes to train SMEs and startups to improve specific aspects of their business and 
increase their investment readiness level. 
 

 
23 https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-155/Accenture-Reinventing-Europe-Industries.pdf 

Figure 16 Sustainability and Marketing, Maribel Mendoza 


